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About This Game

Camp W puts you in the role of a young Witch experiencing their first ever summer away from home at sleepaway camp. But
there’s a twist! (Isn’t there always?) Though you’re from the Witching Realm, where magic is commonplace, you’ll be enrolling
at a summer camp for Humans who have long since forgotten that Witchcraft exists. While summering in the Human Realm,

you'll have to conceal your identity and make sure not to get caught practicing your craft. Make friends, cast spells, and uncover
secrets during your first ever summer away from home. Welcome to Camp W!
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Features

Friending Simulator - Camp W is filled with interesting characters, but everyone can’t be your best friend -- that would be
exhausting. You’ll have to decide which campers interest you the most and then get to know them and their stories over the

course of your playthrough.

Mysteries Await - There’s more to a summer at Camp W than kickball and friendship bracelets. Discover secrets about the
history of the Witching Realm and battle evil forces who threaten to rain on your summer fun.

Get Your “Choose” On - You decide which camp activities to attend, which questions to ask, and how you want to respond at
critical moments throughout the game. One playthrough won’t be enough to explore every path of this branching story.

A Hand-Drawn World - Visit more than twenty beautifully illustrated locations--during the day and at night--and hang out with
fifteen fun characters, all of which feature a range of fun poses and expressions. Not to mention your Grimoire, which will fill

up with drawings as you play through the game.

Collectables Galore - Cast 12 different spells, earn 18 unique badges, and unlock 60+ illustrated memories. You’ll have to
replay the game to see them all, but it’s worth it--and you’ll earn achievements along the way.

All-Ages...But Not Just For Kids - Camp W was designed to be enjoyed by all ages, and we mean it. Youngsters and adults
alike will find a lot to love about the story, dialogue, humor and drama throughout the game.

Original Score - A complete score featuring more than a dozen tracks composed just for this game by talented composer and
musician Davey Thomas Tucker. Listen to it online for yourself right here!
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wtf did i just watch?. I'm going to give Shuggy a slight thumbs down. It's not that it's a bad game, just that it's an average game
in a sea of much better games. Shuggy is a platformer with a couple of unique tricks. Unfortunately, it's marred by terrible
controls that just feel off\/ slippery. The number of times that I died not because I did something wrong but because the controls
failed me added up to a lot of frustration. While the teleporter levels were fun, the timer levels were like pulling teeth. Add in
the resolution problems that this game has, and I was already on the fence. The tiebreaker for me though was the fact that every
single time you exit this game, you are presented with an ad for one of the developer's other games. If you hit the wrong button,
rather than exiting the game you are taken to the website for the game in the ad. I'd just like to point out that a game I paid
money for in Steam acts like a game I got on mobile for free :S Not cool. This game is a middle of the road 5\/10.. Eyestorm is
a fun little game well worth the 3.99 USD I paid. You'll fly three types of helicopters around an archipelago, moving people and
cargo to their destinations. The only problem I encountered with Eyestorm is the default keybinds don't match the tutorial:

F repairs damage when landed at helipads (not Y as the tutorial claims).
ENTER lowers\/raises the cable (not control).

To exit the game, press P for the pause menu.. Master Piece.. Mountains of ability cards. Tons of add-on parts. A
whole slew of boards of different shapes and sizes. Even more content to be released. And top it all off with relatively
easy-to-use modding tools, with full online mod support on the way...

...When they say the possibilities are endless, they mean it.

. Do not dismiss this as Just Another Match Three game, people! This one is so full of innovation, it's like nothing
you've ever played, guaranteed. Tidalis keeps throwing new game-changing elements and mechanics at you till the very
end... you know it's a keeper when you get to level 100 and still discover more new and unique features.

Don't think twice, just buy it. You won't regret it, honest.
For outperforming everything else in this genre, I give it four out of four blocks.
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If you are looking for an amusing videogame then The Other Half is not your sort of thing.
I'm not saying it's a bad game, on the contrary, the style is interesting, the soundtrack accurate and it smartly links the
psychological experiences of the characters to the visual elements of the game and to the objects you can find on the
walkthrough.
The point is that it deals with an uncomfortable topic, tickling the player's consciousness.
Without spoilers I can only tell you to take the sexual assault warning seriously.. Great game for those of us who don't have the
dexterity and keystroke speed to play games which require them, but still want to see some thrills and excitement of hiding and
defending one's self.

I really, really liked it!. Adds gingers to the game. Whatever floats your boat, I guess.. Crusaders of the Lost Idols is my favorite
idle\/incremental game. It has such a depth of concept and ever growing content. It just not get boring. I probably played it
everyday since I discovered it on Steam.. The concept of the game is fun, and I did have fun playing it for, 15 minutes. The first
15 minutes was me trying to find an options screen to tone down the sound which is eardefeaning! Unfortunately, there was no
such thing as an option screen. Next, I tried playing it on mute, and unfortunately it's just not fun having to play a game muted.

I'll opt for the refund, thanks.
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